The corresponding book and all the Foundation publications on water have now been made available as open access, freely downloadable books and monographs.
The Foundation dedicated a workshop (3BFWW) to the Ethics of Water in 2007 as a joint venture with UN University and Transparency International, presenting the subsequent book at a side event during the Fourth World Water Forum (Istanbul, March 2009 ). This side event had presentations from many of the authors, from the public, private and civic society sectors. Acknowledging the increasing awareness related to Water and Food security, and many of the underpinning ethical decisions needed to secure water and food for a growing, urban planet, the Botín Foundation hosted in Santander its Fourth Botín Foundation Water Workshop (4BFWW) Water and Food Security in September 2009. The corresponding book available free of charge at the Botín Foundation website, was presented in a side-event at the 2010 Stockholm Water Week.
Finally, in order to get a better view of the issues related to Water and Food security in a globalized world, the Fifth Botín Foundation Water Workshop (5BFWW) was organized in Santander in October 2010. The preliminary presentations and a short video can be watched in the Web (www.fundacionbotin.org/agua.htm under international seminars and videoteca). In order to ensure wider outreach, the results of the final, peer-reviewed papers presented at this 5BFWW are now published in journal format. This Special Issue gathers thoughts and reflections in relation to water, values, ethics and religions in an increasingly globalized world.
